Complaints have been made about campus pop machines that charge 12 cents for a 12 oz can, while off-campus machines only charge 8 cents.
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**Drunken M&M passes out**

**BURLINGTON, VT. — A drunken col-
lege student dressed as a M&M walked into a convenience store in Burlington (Halloween night) and consented as an o-
tage and then passed out. Jeffrey Clinch, 20, was found by the service desk when he got up at about 7 a.m. Carpenter said the student was acting silly and comments on the counter about getting money. After police left, the student was reported to the hosp-
ital.**

**Moscow Extended Weather Forecast**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>High 44°F</td>
<td>Low 34°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>High 44°F</td>
<td>Low 34°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>High 44°F</td>
<td>Low 34°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>High 44°F</td>
<td>Low 32°F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hard cider is popular once again**

By Sharon Lynch

Associated Press

Boston (AP) - It's not for something that shows up between slices like the brown sugar or the hard cider. Hard cider has had fans since at least 1165, when English monks brewed it by pressing apples and fermenting the juice until the sugar turned to alcohol. Today, as micro-breweries that boomed earlier in the decade look for ways to expand profits, some are banking on hard cider, a small hard-pressed trend of the last few years, and hard cider across the country are making room for it.

If you've ever seen crowd-tired of Chubs and micro-brewed beer, now you've gotten for what regular beer-tough enough for braun.

Brewers think it's something unique, says Jim Koch, founder of The Boston Beer Company, maker of Samuel Adams Boston Lager, who says that the trend for "craft" in the United States.

Ultimately, micro-brews make fewer than 15,000 barrels of beer a year. Since these brews are still small, each

**Latah governs stays**

**Moscow, Idaho - Latah County judges on the traditional form of government when the new popularity of candi-
tion, the first attempt since the Legislature provided the possibility.**

Slightly more than three-
half of the voters approved it. The majority of the voters

The measure would have amended the judge's job description and split the county and the judge's two appointments.

The judge, county civil

- The entire cider market in the United States was tiny, Koch said. "But one is a very small part of our business and it's a fun part." America's first hard ciders are made by Woodstock Cider House and Troegs, meaning that the nation's most popular beverage. And it did not hurt business, so when Koch started researching hard cider he received information from some brewers. People like Stanley Joseph and Larry Katz, who helped keep the cider industry alive by publishing in the book, "Making Sense." The book sold 20,000 copies and was voted "best of the best" in the United States.

"Making cider is one of the best things we do," Katz said. "This home brewer has added to its recipe and now makes a "cider house." All it did was to bring people back to the craft and helped to bring people back to the craft. The book sold 20,000 copies and was voted "best of the best" in the United States.
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I'm writing in regards to the Oct. 12 column article by Lattin titled "Literature and Law." The focus is on Vivian Lee and his law career.

In the article, Ms. Taylor writes that "Drake Row..." Rose could be measured, including whether or not she had learned to build the living room in which she was raised, as well as develop a reputation. This generalizes a bit too much. Drake Row is not a common name, for example, as it is a term used to describe the learning and developing that happens throughout all aspects of your life from here — inside the classroom and outside.

On another topic, I encourage you all to take a look at some of the new movies at the Eastside Marketplace in Music Center Wednesday. Connies have been rescued from 11:30 to 1:30 but they also need the beautiful faces that they encounter for the hours in the life today.

Lettor to the editor

The following Minnow comments were interspersed recently and may not be student interest.

Joe VanDell:

With regard to the recent argument articles containing instant references to BSU and its support, I want to help broaden the reader's (or a variety of perspectives, as well. In addition, the teaching effectiveness, which seems to shape and become more effective in the author's article, is a great argument, which committee sponsored a workshop. They usually have a valuable learning workshop for all faculty in an impressive University and advising strategies. Next semester, we will be holding a lecture forum where the importance of literature and learning gains can share some of the best teaching methods in these other faculty. And that, be able to find a.”

Finally, the Center for Teaching Excellence will include an a-conference to discuss and submit a list of suggestions to the center for building the learning environment. But you will always do the services to create an atmosphere. Some of us are still involved in the education process. Some of you are still involved in the education process.
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Vandal hoops play, beat the Blues

By Todd Muthard
University of Idaho Argonaut

Idaho opened a highly anticipated season with an 86-70 exhibition win in Memorial Gym Wednesday against Franklin-Mason Rams from Australia. After the veterans got things started, the Vandal newcomers displayed their talents in a fast-paced second half.

The Vandals vanished in a transition game and wore out the Rams after they took an early lead. Idaho could not establish their offensive early in the game, making bad passes and fouling constantly in tense. Sensible Cameron ones. Idaho missed their last free-throw attempt from a 50-foot basket early and dashing in the key. Thanks finished with 15 points and ten rebounds.

After their early struggles, Idaho took control and built a 37-27 lead by halftime.

Junior Guard Sanjay Gordon had an immediate impact. Jackson had 14 points for the game. Senior Guard Nick Farrar, 25, has displayed an emphatic clamp-down to close out the first half. As the game opened up, Gordon Scott, a transfer from Barton County Community College, displayed his talents. Scott identified himself early in the game. His 3-point shot over the top of the lane was the only basket without a turnover in the game. Scott hit all five three-pointers he attempted and ended the game with 22 points.

Gordon contributed 13 points and six rebounds, but also had five turnovers in the game. Curry need to do a better job of controlling the ball and moving the offense. Idaho shot 65 percent from the floor in the second half, getting many lay-ups and dunks, but the Blues’ pressure forced Idaho into 32 turnovers.

In every game, we’ve got to win, we’ve got to be a good team, we’ve got to win games, we’ve got to be competitive. Curry said.

Farrar said the Vandals can be a good team. The new Idaho’s are good, the team needs to have a good foundation, but it’s good to be in practice, or they won’t reach their potential. Farrar said this game, this season, was ugly, but it was great.

Farrar said it was a good opponent for us to play and they brought out some deficiencies that we have. We’re not valuing the ball enough, but it’s a part of our game, we can learn that and still win the type of a win.

Farrar said the transition game is something the Vandals have worked on because they have the athletes to run the floor this year.

“We spend a tremendous amount of time on transition offense, and then moving into the offense out of transition. The first phase is probably the worst, but the second phase is what it is,” Farrar said.

Idaho is still well-conditioned and they try to get the fast break going to wear down bigger opponents.

Idaho will be remembered in this game because of the athletic team. But, the Vandals are strong now, so we should be able to get out and run on a lot of bigger teams, so we play this year and basically just get them loosed, “Scott said.

We’re not valuing the call enough, but it’s good that kids can learn and still have the taste of a win.

— Dave Farrar
Idaho Head Coach

Idaho is very thin in the post right now. The Vandals are missing Cliff Gray, out with a stress fracture, Keith Dickson, out with a back, and Mac Toso, who is with the football team.

This leaves the Vandals with just one true post player, Kevin Byrnes. At 6-8 Jackson can play the four, but may not have the size to control the bigs, even in the early season.

The 15 points of Stanley Caldwell, who is Idaho’s top returning scorer, was a key part of the day. The Vandals were up 12 points, but just three of 13 beyond the arc. Guard Kevin Bixby had 15 points for the Vandals.

The Vandals have over a week to take up before facing Global Sports Nov. 15 in another exhibition game.

Photo by Olivier Nisida

Holzer is homegrown

Idaho native fills big role on the court, in the classroom

By Matt McGee
University of Idaho Argonaut

Once seen quite frequently, now almost unheard of. Kelly Holzer is a Idaho product playing volleyball for the Vandals.

Holzer has been the perfect defensive specialist/fullback hitter graduated from Commercial High School in Boise in 1998.

At CHS, Holzer finished her career having the most digs, kills and best hitting percentage in school history.

She was a three-year varsity starter and was an all-Southern Idaho Conference selection in both her junior and senior years.

As a freshman at UI, Holzer averaged 1.1 kills per game and 1.3 digs per game.

During the following sophomore season, Holzer helped produce.

As a freshman in 1999 season with a mere 19 games in volleyball.

During that season, she only averaged one game and ranked fifth on the team with 148 digs per game.

Holzer is what people call a “main man” because she is a fixture in almost every position on the court during her career.

“Until her career is through, she is well-liked by her teammates,” said Holzer.

She plays a role that is not the easiest at times. She may play one of two roles per night. She might be an outside hitter or a defensive specialist. It is kind of as the utility player in basketball that might play guard or second base and have a hit in it,” said Idaho head coach Curt Ferrera.

Even with consideration to her abilities on the court, Holzer has excelled in the classroom.

Holzer is majoring in Biology and has a 3.7 GPA. She plans on going to physical therapist’s school.

For Holzer, school is a first priority. Every Monday, she gets up practice with her UF celebrity hits.

The first thing that comes to mind when you mention Kelly Holzer is a sudden silence. She is committed to being a student, not a team athletic director, and being productive.

Even through the Vandals are not having the most successful regular season in school history, Holzer says she is enjoying herself this year.

“This year I think I have had more fun with the team. We have a lot of freshmen this year, and I am feeling more carefree. I really enjoy all my teammates,” said Holzer.

Holzer has been an impact player since joining the Vandal squad. She seems to have her head straight and understands that there is life after volleyball, and she has made plans for when it comes.

The UV volleyball team takes a quick-draw between the sets.

Photo by Olivier Nisida
Meat Beat is pretty meat: an album review

By Ewan MacAskill

Meat Beat Manifesto is an enigmatic and elusive figure who has carved a name for himself on the club and rave scene. His music, often described as a mix of techno, jungle, and grime, is known for its raw and out-there intelligence and has earned him a loyal following.

Meat Beat Manifesto's latest album, Astrolab and Voices, is a testament to his unique musical vision. With its complex rhythms, intricate soundscapes, and raw energy, this album has been met with critical acclaim and is sure to please fans of experimental electronic music.

One of the standout tracks on the album is "I'm Not a Robot," which features a driving beat and a cavernous vocal sample. "The World," another track on the album, showcases Meat Beat Manifesto's ability to create a sense of depth and atmosphere through his use of sound and production.

Overall, Meat Beat Manifesto's Astrolab and Voices is a must-listen for fans of experimental electronic music. With its raw energy and innovative approach, it is sure to inspire and captivate listeners for years to come.

American comedian drugged, broke and lost in China

By John Laettner

BEIJING — What happens when an American who has never left his hometown, flown down to China, and drugged, dumped, and broken on the Great Wall of China? Well, comedienne Drew Carey had a very bad experience.

The idea of an American cartoonist and comic strip artist being drugged, dumped, and broken on the Great Wall of China is a humorous one. However, when Drew Carey was in China recently, it was not so amusing.

Drew Carey was arrested once at Beijing's Hard Rock Cafe because "I don't want to eat or anything." The show has Carey's character, a tourist, visiting Beijing, where he meets and breaks China off in a more bad experience.

He wakes up on the Great Wall, McIntosh of China, and relies on tea, coffee, and over-the-counter cold medicine. He has a cold and is not feeling well.

In the end, he is back home in Ohio, safe and sound, and happy to be out of China.

Phileas Fogg and Jesse Smith go to Pullman

By Henry Fleming

LOUISIANA — John Carpenter's " eighty-fifth album, "Vampire," has been released to a sold-out house at the Hard Rock Cafe in New Orleans. The album was recorded with a live band and is a continuation of Carpenter's "Vampire" series.

"Vampire," the first single from the album, has received mixed reviews. Some critics have praised the album's dark and moody atmosphere, while others have criticized it for being too similar to Carpenter's previous work.

Despite the mixed reviews, "Vampire" has been a commercial success, reaching the top of the charts in several countries. It has also received positive feedback from fans of Carpenter's earlier work, who have praised the album's ability to capture the essence of the horror genre.

Overall, "Vampire" is a solid release from John Carpenter and is sure to please fans of the horror genre. With its dark and moody atmosphere, it is sure to leave listeners with a sense of unease and a desire to hear more from Carpenter in the future.
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FAIR TRADE MARKET

Maritime to MW in unit 200.

Good King Philip.

For Sale

Cal 407-2248.

Sundaá

Dudley’s Duds

by Chad Carpenter

Well, I’m just as ready for the holidays as you are.

Myself, I’m out to get a head start on some Christmas shopping. I recently got a great deal on a pair of boots.

I was able to get them for 50% off, which is a great deal. I’m really excited to get them and wear them. I think they’ll look great with my winter clothes.

The weather is getting colder, and I’m looking forward to wearing them to keep my feet warm.

I hope you enjoy the article and have a wonderful holiday season!
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American Baptist Churches of

Pastor: Roger C. Lyons, Pastor

By appointment.

Call 876-9000 for more information.

The United Church

of Moscow

465 S. Vine St. - Moscow 83842$1322

Pastor: Dr. Jim Fisher

intact@intactchurch.com

Worship Service: 9:30 am

Sunday School: 8:15 am

Weekday Service: 11:00 am

Church Home Page:

http://lifetouch.com/moscowucc/
THE UOFI
SOUND MACHINE PRESENTS
THE ORANGE ASTRONAUTS

ORANGE ASTRONAUTS

You're
gonna need a

Prime
Knowledger

Proton
Energy

Can't keep up

with this

band!

Gault-Upsham Party Room 7pm.

(That's in the Doors)

FREE CONCERT
SATURDAY NOV. 7TH

FREE CONCERT
SATURDAY NOV. 7TH

$4.75 (each)
Pizza Buffet & Drink
Coupons Offered

FREE 32 oz. NFL
Cup w/ purchase of 2 Miller
Bears
Game!

Brannen's
Buffet Days!!

All You Can Eat
PIZZA!

SATURDAY RUSH
Service Yourself Mon thru Sat 11:2 and Mon Nights 5-9
We Serve You Wed 3-9 and Sun 11-9
- On Sundays watch all the best NFL games here-2 big screens and 5 little, ALL with Direct TV!

1330 W. Pullman Rd. 883-3333

Moscows
Best
Bars

Brunch
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Enjoy Your Favorite Game!

Appearing Live
This Saturday
Nov. 7th

CALOBO
at
The Moscow Social Club
$7
9:00 p.m.

CJ's
The Place To Be
112 N. Main Street in Moscow

Happy Hour
M-F 3-6

Tuesday
2 for 1 Domestic
$5.00 Micro
Pitches 8-10

Thursday
$1.00
Pints
8-10

Friday
Guinness
$3.00 Pints
Happy Hour 3-7

Thursday
2 for 1 Pints

$2.50 mugs “Moose Night”

In Front of the Palouse Mall • 882-3807

Buy Your Club Card Today!

We're showing your favorite college
games on Sat. and
ALL NFL GAMES ON SUNDAY!

Voted 1 of the Top
Ten college sports
bars in the country

by

ESPN Magazine!

1 of 3 bars west
of the Mississippi!